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Abstract 

 
In current scenario always everything ours to revolve around the Cyber Space. Cloud 
computing is latest trend in Cyber World. Every organization prefers cloud Computing for their 
services, large amount of personal and professional information stored on cloud. Data theft is 
major security challenge on cloud because of that a person scared to us cloud for personal and 
professional information. Cloud Computing use various type of security like Data Security, 
Storage Security, and Network Security etc. But then after data theft/data hacking activities 
happening on cloud. If Next world war situations will raise, then Cloud data centers can be part 
of that because of these data hacking activities. Existing Technology like Encryption is not able 
to prevent it. In this research paper, we want to purpose a new phase of security that is D-Phase 
security with decoy technology to prevent inside data theft and to identify hacker. We may call 
it D- phase security with Fog computing. 
Keywords: - Cloud Computing, Decoy, Fog computing, Security, Data theft, Identification. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s cloud computing achieving popularity day by day. The cloud service providers 
provide user to on demand services of resources on round the clock manners. So every users 
and organization like to use cloud computing for personal and professional work because of its 
ease of use, storage and flexibility. Because of cloud computing it become easy to manage data 
and access services anytime anywhere but it has consequences such a data theft, insider theft, 
Collect, block, and change information. Existing data safety mechanism such as encryption in 
not able to prevent data theft.  Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull wrote in his introduction to 
the policy document that the government “has a duty to protect our nation from cyber-attack 
and to ensure that we can defend our interests in cyberspace” [9].  
Now days we are using cloud computing in every fields like social networking, financial 
systems, Banking systems, communications systems, journalism, data storage, industrial 
control, or even government security it is all part of the cyber Space. This makes the world a 
very, very dangerous place. Last year, an Australian Crime Commission Report with 41 percent 
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of first-quarter 2015 losses of data, money, goods and personal information resulting from 
online scams or fraud – accounting for $234m in self-reported losses due to cybercrime 
activities. “Now the attacks are everywhere and it's not only on governments and financial 
institutes,” says Maya Horowitz [9]. Psychology behind the War are aggression, ideology, 
treasure. When a war initiates, the initial aggressor wants harms something.  
The Twitter incident is one example of a data theft attack from the Cloud. Several Twitter 
corporate and personal documents were ex-filtrated to technological website Tech Crunch and 
customers’ accounts, including the account of U.S. President Barack Obama, were illegally 
accessed [3]. The attacker used a Twitter administrator’s password to gain access to Twitter’s 
corporate documents hosted on Google’s infrastructure as Google Docs. Shooting wars are very 
expensive and very risky as well as harmful. Large amounts of weapons, explosive emissions 
must be produced and transported, soldiers and sailors may die or leads harm in brutally ways.  
War Operations must be set up and managed on a nationwide (or multi-national level).  
 
 
II. PROBLEM IN EXISTING SYSTEM 
Cloud computing refers to applications and services that run on distributed networks using 
virtualized resources. Cloud computing is a basically computation over the networks. It is a 
technique which provides services to clients over netwtype of Cloud services specifically 
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) 
[6].  Due to the rich features of cloud services user are more attractive to use cloud services 
rather than buying costly hardware/software. Where large amount of data or information of 
users stored on network. But nobody know where and how that data stored.  
Now day’s clients are using online services like bank services where client’s personal data 
stored on cloud, all information related to finance, business, transport, forensic and health etc. 
stored on cloud. It’s good that we are using new technology as per growth in technology. Cloud 
computing face many of the same attacks as old-fashioned commercial networks, but due to the 
huge amount of data stored on cloud servers, providers become an attractive target. The 
severity of potential damage tends to depend on the sensitivity of the data exposed [10]. But 
question rise that is it confidential? Is it secure enough as per growth in it?  As per literature 
survey encryption method or some other method of data security are not enough to make 
secure or data on cloud, we need to use some more tool and method to make our data more 
secure, so that we can decrease the ratio of data theft. If our data will be more secure, clients 
trust on cloud will increase, more clients will use cloud services that will directly affect our 
country economy.  
De-merits of existing system 

1. We can’t detect when data attack happened 
2. We can’t detect person behind that attack. 
3. We can’t detect which file was hacked.  
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Data Theft Record in Existing Cloud System: As per ITRC ( Identity Theft Resource 
Center ) Report Jan,2016 ,Data theft ratio increases  every year. The given below chart, 
show the cases of data theft from year 2007 to 2015[8]: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. No.1 Data theft Ratio in different Years 
 

 The Consumer Sentinel Network maintained by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), 
tracks consumer fraud and identity theft complaints that have been filed with federal, 
state and local law enforcement agencies and private organizations. Of the 3.1 million 
complaints received in 2015, 16 percent were related to identity theft.  Identity theft 
complaints increased by more than 47 percent from 2014, they were the second most 
reported after illegal debt collection [11]. 

 
Fig. No.2 Identity Theft And Fraud Complaints, 2012-2015 

http://www.idtheftcenter.org/
http://www.idtheftcenter.org/
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As Show in above chart data Hacking/Phishing cases increase with very high speed as compare 
to other theft. If this will increase with such a speed that day will not far, that it will spread in a 
country like a epidemic and can destroy all resources related to cloud. If we relate it to whole 
world then it will work as a cyber terror and that can be a world war 3.0 
 
 
III. D-PHASE with DECOY TECHNOLOGY 
In our proposed approach we want to secure data using two type of security (1) D-Phase 
security (2) Decoy technology, where D-Phase stands for ‘Different Phase of Security’. We need 
D-Phase security because only decoy technology is not enough to make our data secure. In D-
Phase approach we will identify behavior of user or authenticate user using D-Phase security 
module. We observe the activities of user who  data use cloud services, if abnormal activities  
will found first return lot of security question and then we will return a large amount of decoy 
information to the user. That decoy information pattern will look like actual information that 
will confuse user.  

 
Fig. No. 3 Purposed system 
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In D-phase module of our purposed system we make system login phase more secure using 
OTP, Security Question and Biometric system. If a nasty person will try to access the cloud 
services first we trying to block him in D-Phase, but if attacker is a malicious insider then he 
will login into D-Phase, in that case we are checking data access in cloud, if abnormal access 
will found then will return large amount of security questions and after that will return bogus 
information to the attacker. 

 
Fig. No. 4 System Architecture 

 
IV. SECURING CLOUD WITH D-PHASE DECOY SECURITY 
The main aim of this research is to make cloud more secure to decrease data theft by attackers. 
To achieve we combine D-phase security with fog computing.  
A. D-Phase Module Description: 
1. Authenticate User 
2. Differentiate User 
3. Identify User Behavior 
4. Block Nasty User 
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1. Authenticate User 
The first phase in D-phase module is to authenticate user using login module. We have set login 
security as per user rights. We are using OTP, Security question and Biometric system at time of 
user and Admin login. OTP system will generate a unique verification code which user has to 
enter at time of login [6]. If it is an admin login in that case after OTP it will ask security 
question if will give correct answer of that then it will check biometric authentication of user 
after that system show all details of user and will capture user picture using existing webcam.  
If it is a normal user login in that case OTP Admin generates a verification code and send it to 
user which user has to enter at time of registration and at time of login, here admin also audit 
user activities, if found any abnormal access then he can block that user. We are using biometric 
in user login also to make user personal data more secure. For e.g. clients are using online 
banking services we can make it more secure using OTP and biometric.  
 
2. Differentiate User 

At the time of login, login module differentiate user, whether he is normal user or Admin user 
and check rights of each person as per their login details. Because different user have different 
rights. Some have only read permission, some have both read and write permission. By using 
these authentications we obtain a fair and flexible control over cloud. 
 
3. Identify User Behavior 
When the user will get login it is necessity to identify his behavior. Admin will control and 
check user behavior, he set a time line for user login and expire login session after give time 
period [7]. He monitor data access on cloud like which file user try to access and how often and 
if notice any abnormal access he can block the user. But if the attacker is an insider in that case 
we suggest a different security level that is face recognition after login. If system finds some 
mismatch then return decoy information to user. Some time service providers can be an 
attacker in that case it is difficult to identify attacker but we can confuse him using decoy 
technique. 
 

4. Block Nasty User 
If we find any nasty person from user profile behavior system directly block him using D-Phase 
security [2].  If attacker is an insider then system ask security question, capture a picture of 
attacker using webcam to identify him and block that client. 
 
B. Confuse Attackers with Decoy Technology 
Using Decoy Technology in fog computing, we want to secure our cloud, in which we will 
confuse the attacker by placing trap files (that are fake files appearing real to the attacker) in 
the users file system. [1] If attacker enters the system, he will open the files to which access is 
open, if he do random search then system audit his action and return a large amount of bogus 
information followed by security questions. 
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ADVANTAGES- 

 Detection of masquerade activities. 

 Confuse attacker using bogus information. 
 

DISADVANTAGES- 

 Nobody is identified when the attack was happen. 

 We can’t detect which file was hacked. 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
The malicious attacks causes cloud computing security. In this paper we present two phase 
security to make our cloud secure, where in first D-Phase we authenticate user profile behavior 
and prevent him from data access if navigational patterns are recorded. In second phase – 
decoy technology allows the user to access bogus or decoy information in the file system to 
misguide insider data theft attacker. Once unauthorized data access is suspected, system 
verified it with lot of challenging questions and return decoy information in the file system. 
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